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I. INTRODUCTION
Tim Berners-Lee's [3] original vision for the Semantic Web was that information would be just as readable (and understandable) to a person or to a machine. The aim of the Semantic Web is to make Web resources more readily accessible to automated processes. Digital objects, whether web page, image, video, or some other file, would have embedded within them meta data that would provide context to the content and allow software to extract meaning from the file. To make sure that different agents have a common understanding of these, ontology is needed to describe. Basically, an ontology [11] is a collection of definitions of concepts and the shared understanding comes from the fact that all the agents interpret the concepts in the same way. The importance of ontologies in Semantic Web has prompted the development of several ontology languages. Many ontology languages have been developed, especially for the semantic web, such as OIL [12] , DAML [2] , DAML+OIL [6] and OWL [14] . OIL (Ontology Interchange Language) is based on three elements, namely, frame-based systems, description logics, and web standards [10] . DAML (DARPA Agent Markup Language) is developed in DARPA DAML programme. DAML+OIL is a language for expressing far more sophisticated classifications and properties of resources than RDFS. OWL, which is aimed to be the standardized and broadly accepted ontology language of the Semantic Web, is compatible with early ontology languages and provides the engineer more power to express semantics.
Reasoning with ontology languages is important to ensure the quality of an ontology. Indeed reasoning can be employed in different phases during the design, maintenance and deployment of ontology [9] . Some of the popular reasoners that are available such as RACER [22] , FaCT [12] , FaCT++ [21] , Pellet [19] . They are all based on the description logic. For OWL, a standard ontology language for the semantic web, these reasoners and algorithms can be used to solve the reasoning problems, in particular satisfiability. When attempting to use description logic to provide reasoning services for OWL, there are many differences between OWL and description logics [1] . OWL' RDF syntax allows circular syntactic structures, in addition, the description logic does not include contain-features of OWL.
Software engineering methods and tools will be introduced in our solution. In our previous work [20] , this idea has been used for DAML + OIL ontology testing, and the experiment proved that this method could work on a larger scope of property checking. This paper, the lightweight modelling language for software design Alloy [15] and its fully automatic analysis tool Alloy Analyzer [16] are used for ontology reasoning. Alloy can solve the problem which dose not exist in the description logic. It's the characteristics of circular structure and containfeatures that are more conducive to the expression of OWL ontologies. Alloy Analyzer is a software tool which can be used to analyze specifications written in the Alloy specification language. The Alloy Analyzer supports the analysis of partial models. As a result, it can perform incremental analysis of models as they are constructed, and provide immediate feedback to users. Alloy Analyzer is based on the new SAT-based model finder Kodkod. Kodkod applies new techniques and optimizations to the translation from relational to boolean logic (http://alloy.mit.edu/alloy4/). In our approach, the Alloy Analyzer is used to analyze the Alloy model based on the OWL ontology, and provide automatic reasoning and consistency checking for the semantic Web.
After a brief introduction and quick survey of OWL, Section 3 and 4 a simple ontology example is given which is described in OWL, after the analysis by jena, we give the algorithms which is used to transfer the results into Alloy model. Section 5 surveys some of the major problems that had to be resolved in the reasoning of ontologies with Alloy Analyzer, while Section 6 gives a simple example to illustrate the process of reasoning and the problems can be found easily. And Section 7 gives summary of the article.
II. THE OWL WEB ONTOLOGY LANGUAGE

A. Logical Characteristic of OWL
OWL is an ontology language that has recently been developed by the W3C Web Ontology Working Group. It is intended to provide a language that can be used to describe the classes and relations between them that are inherent in Web documents and application. OWL is defined as an extension to RDF in the form of a vocabulary entailment, i.e., the syntax of OWL is the syntax of RDF and the semantics of OWL are an extension of the semantics of RDF. In order to meet the different expressing power and computational efficiency, it comes in three flavors: OWL DL, OWL Lite and OWL FULL. OWL FULL, which contains all the language element of OWL, is the complete works of the language, and it is a syntactic and semantic extension of RDFS. OWL DL, a subset of OWL FULL, is a version of OWL with decidable inference that can be written in a frame or Description Logic manner. OWL Lite is a subset of OWL DL, and also has a lower formal complexity than OWL DL. It is the least expressive species of OWL, but it ensures the efficient reasoning.
B. Reasoners for Semantic Web
The current main reasoning tools for Semantic Web are based on description logic, such as the most widely used three well-known DL reasoners: RACER, FaCT++ and Pellet.
RACER not only can be used as a description logical system, but also can be regarded as a representation system that implements a highly optimized tableau calculus. It implements the description logic SHIQ., and facilities for algebraic reasoning including concrete domains. But RACER can only support ABox reasoning completely.
FaCT++ is the new generation of the well-known FaCT (Fast Classification of Terminologies). A new tableaux decision procedure for SHOIQ(D) is implemented. The FaCT++ system provides satisfiability testing for modal logic. In order to create a more efficient software tool and to maximize portability, it is implementated as a free open-source C++-based reasoned. However, FaCT++ can't take OWL documents directly nor any remote file. The OWL ontologies have to be translated into DIG format for the system.
Pellet is an open source, Java reasoner for OWL DL ontologies. It is based on the tableaux algorithms developed for expressive description logics. It is claimed to provide functionalities to see the species validation, check consistency of ontologies, classify the taxonomy, check entailments and answer a subset of RDOL queries.
Though these tools can reason ontologies with a high degree of automation, the complex-properties ontologies still can't be checked by them effectively. Furthermore, these reasoners can find that the ontology is error, but not be able to find out the reason.
C. Alloy and Alloy Analyzer
Alloy is a lightweight modelling language for software design, which is widely accepted as micromodels of software in the software engineering community. It is a first order relation logic and treats relations as the first element. An Alloy model consists of Signatures, Relations, Facts, Functions and Predicates. Signatures represent the entities of a system and Relations are used to describe relations between such entities. Facts and Predicates introduce constraints over such Signatures and Relations. Whereas Facts are constraints to be always valid, Predicates are named parameterized contraints for depicting operations, Functions are named expression with parameters that return results.
Alloy Analyzer is a tool for analyzing models written in Alloy. The Alloy Analyzer 4 is based on the new SATbased model finder to support fully automated analysis of Alloy models through simulation and Assertion checking. Given a user specified scope on the model elements bounding the domain, the analyzer first translates an Alloy model into boolean formulas, and then invokes a SAT-solver to find an instance. If an instance that violates the assertion is found within the scope, the assertion is not valid and the instance is returned as a counterexample.
III. REASONING FOR OWL ONTOLOGIES
This section, we will introduce the reasoning process. In the reasoning, Jena [5] , Alloy and Alloy Analyzer will be used. Jena is fundamentally an RDF platform, and it supports ontology formalisms built on top of RDF, such as DAML+OIL and OWL. As is shown in Figure 1 , according to Jena, we can get Class C, Property P and Statements S in the results. Next, owl2Alloy algorithm is used to translate the results into Alloy model. And then Alloy model is analyzed by the Alloy analyzer. If there are some errors in the ontology, they must be analyzed and corrected. The modified ontology must be reasoned again.
A. Parsing OWL Documents
For the requirements of reasoning, classes, properties and statements are wanted. First, Jena, which is a Java framework for building Semantic Web application, is used to analyze the OWL ontology documents. We created an ontology model of OntModel for handing OWL ontologies, and loaded an ontology document into the model using the read method. The listClasses() method can pick out the classes of the ontology, the listOntProperties() method can answer an iterator over all of the ontology properties, and the listStatements() method can return an iterator over all the statements in this model.
There is an ontology document in Figure 2 . It contains something about animal. There are four classes defined: Animal, Male, Man and Female. Animal is the base class, Male and Female are disjoint subclass of the base class. Man is subclass of Male. There are also three properties in the document, they are hasFather, hasParent and hasChild. The properties hasParent and hasChild are inverse of each other, and the property hasFather is subproperty of hasParent. We will use Jena to parse the ontology document into three sections, which are classes, properties and statements.
Figure2.The specific process of ontology reasoning.
The output of Jena contains a sequence of Classes, Properties and Statements, each having a couterpart in the original document. It can reflect the structure of animal ontology accurately. The three sections can mirror OWL vocabulary. Except Classes, Properties corresponding to the Class and Property of OWL, the rest of OWL language features can be converted into Statements. Jena read and parsed the animal ontology document, the result is shown in Figure 3 . 
B. The Algorithms to Generate Alloy Model
The different parts of the parsing result can be converted into different Alloy element. In Alloy, signature represents a set of atoms. If there are two kinds of signatures which have a father-son relation, the signature that extends another signature is said to be a subsignature of the signature it extends, and its type is taken to be a subtype of the type of the signature extended, and is declared using the in keyword extends. This is similar to the relation between classes, so Classes are converted into signatures. The Alloy universe consists of atoms and relations, although everything that you can get your hands on and describe in the language is a relation. The rest of the outputs of Jena appears in the Alloy model in the form of relation. As shown below, our Algorithm owl2Alloy(C, P, S, Σ) converts the input Classes (denoted as C), Properties (denoted as P) and Statements (denoted as S) into a textual Alloy model Σ. In the algorithm, they are represented by s.subject, s.predicate and s.object respectively. We mainly based the second one to determine the coming form. We use e to represent one of the three segments, and e.name to represent the name of it. The different name of predicate will generate different predicate in Σ. Lines 5~11 identify the name of each e.predicate to determine the predicates in the coming model Σ. If e.predicate.name is 'disjointWith' (lines 5~7), there will be a predicate to declare that e.subject and e.object are disjoint from each other, and there is no individual belong to both of them. Lines 8~9 are used for the condition which e.subject is a subclass of the complement of e.object. The others meet one of the condition in Table 1 The owl2Alloy algorithm also calls the other subalgorithms, in which, the 2Alloy(c, S) algorithm is to generate a signature for a certain class c from the outputs of Jean. In addition to the class c, a set S of Statements is also used as inputs of the algorithm. At first, the first line produces a signature which is named after the input class c. Lines 2~4, to determine whether the class c is subclass of another. If c.subClassOf is not empty, that is to say c is subclass of another. We use keyword "extends" in Alloy to connect the parent-signature. From 5 to 8 lines, it comes to determine the relationship between the classes. There is a property p, sub-algorithm domain (p, S) is used to determine whether c is its domain. If it comes to this, we use range (p, S) algorithm to get the range of p. Then it represents with the performance of Alloy language likes "domain {property: range}". In line 9, we get the signature σ.
The sub-algorithm domain (p, S) is used to obtain the domain of the property p. For a property p, if there is a statement s meet the requirement of lines 1~2, the s.object is considered to be the domain of p. Otherwise, Algorithm 2: 2Alloy(c, S, P) Input: a Class c, a set S of Statements, a set P of Properties Output: a signature σ 1. ← "sig " + c.name; 2. IF c.subClassOf ≠ω 3. ← σ + "extends" + c.subClassOf.name; 4. ← σ + "{"; 5. FOR each p∈P 6. IF domain(p, S) = c.name 7. ← σ + p.name + " : " + range(p, S); 8. ← σ + " }"; 9. RETURN σ； Algorithm 1: owl2Alloy(C, P, S, Σ) 建议用图来表示 Input: a set C of Classes, a set P of Properties and a set S of Statements Output：a textual Alloy model Σ 1. ← ω; 2. FOR each c∈C 3. ← Σ + 2Alloy(c, S); 4. FOR each s∈S 5. IF s.predicate.name = "disjointWith" 6. IF s.subject.subClassOf ≠ s.object.subClassOf 7. ← Σ + "pred {no c1:" + s.subjec.name +", c2:" + s.object.name +" | c1 = c2}"; 8. IF s.predicate.name ="complementOf" 9. ← Σ + "pred {" + s.subject.name +"=" + C -s.object.name +"}"; 10. IF s.predicate meets one of Conditions in Table 1 the corresponding generated Alloy predicate is appended to Σ 11. RETURN Σ the domain of p's parent is also its domain. We use parent (property) to represent the parent property of the parameter property, so the domain of a property is calculated recursively. There is another sub-algorithm range (p, S), which is similar to the domain (p, S) algorithm. The algorithm aims to get the range of the property p.
As previously stated, the Animal ontology is taken as an example to illustrate how these algorithms are used.
We use the outputs of Jena as the inputs. Then we will get an Alloy model as is shown in Fig.4 . In the model, there are four signatures which are Animal, Female, Male and Man corresponding to four classes in the inputs. The paternity relations between them can be described as follow: Female and Male both extend from Animal signature, while Man extends from Male signature. There are three properties which are hasParent, hasFather and hasChild. They are also the ontology's properties. The inverseOf and subPropertyOf are two predicates in the model which are converted from the statements. The former is used to illustrate the hasParent is the inverse of the hasChild. The latter show that the range of hasFather is subset of the range of hasParent. Figure4 . The generated Alloy model of "Animal" ontology.
C. Verifying Ontologies with the Alloy Analyzer
Ontology reasoning is an important way to ensure the correctness of ontologies. The existing tools are mainly for the conceptual-level reasoning. Alloy, in addition to meeting the conceptual-level reasoning, can also be used as a reasoned for the instance-level. In order to prove the satisfiability of the ontology model, at least one instance of the model is needed. When Alloy Analyzer is used to analyze the model, if the model is right, it will give some instances which meet the model at random. Else, a counterexample will be given to prove that the model is inadequate.
There are several tasks to do in the reasoning, which are consistency checking, subsumption reasoning and implication relation checking. If an ontology is inconsistent, then any erroneous conclusion may be deduced by software agents. Subsumption reasoning can be described as follow: if a class C 1 is more general than another one C 2 , it subsumes that C 1 can be contained by C 2 . The implication relation can be used to get some implicated conclusion. All these tasks（是指什么任务 What does it mean "all these tasks can be converted"?） can be converted into Alloy assertion. In the reasoning, Alloy Analyzer will determine whether these assertions are met. If all of these have been met, then Alloy Analyzer will give some instances. Otherwise, the assertions which have not been satisfied will be pointed out. And Alloy Analyzer will generate a counterexample. All these can be used to search the root of the problem. In the following, we will give an example to illustrate the process of ontology reasoning.
In Fig.5 The Animal ontology document can be converted into a Alloy module using our method. In the module, there are four signatures, two relations and a predicate. Then Alloy Analyzer is used to check the module.
As is shown in Fig.6 , the editor panel of the user interface contains the Alloy models, and if there are some errors, they will be highlighted during model compilation. In the Animal model, the keyword 'in' is highlighted. The message panel displays the results of analysis. It shows that the left type and right type of highlighted word are always disjoint. Because the range of animalHasFather is Male and the range of femaleHasFather is Woman. And there is a subProperty constraint between femaleHasFather and animalHasFather, which mean that the Woman is subClassOf Male. It is a conflict. According to the error message, we can find that the range of femaleHasFather property is not appropriate. It is modified into Male and the model is checked again. The Alloy Analyzer gives an instance for the modified model as shown below. 
IV. RELATED WORK
Ontologies are set to play a key role in the Semantic Web by providing a source of shared and precisely defined terms that can be used in descriptions of web resources. Reasoning over such descriptions will be essential if web resources are be more accessible to automated processes.
A number of ontology inference engines, such as FaCT, RACER, and FaCT++ have been developed with the advancement of ontology languages to facilitate ontology creation, management, verification, merging, etc.. They can make explicit information from knowledge and data. But complex ontology-related properties cannot be supported by them. FaCT (Fast Classification of Terminologies) is a DL classifier that can also be used for modal logic satisfiability testing. The FaCT system includes two reasoners, one for the logic SHF (ALC augmented with transitive roles, functional roles and a role hierarchy) and the other for the logic SHIQ (SHF augmented with inverse roles and qualified numver restrictions), both of which use sound and complete tableaux algorithms. The RACER system is a knowledge representation system that implements a highly optimized tableau calculus for a very expressive description logic. It offers reasoning services for multiple TBoxes and for multiple ABoxes as well. The system implements the description lodib ALLQHIR + also known as SHIQ. The DL reasoned FaCT++ implements a tableax decision procedure for the well known SHOIQ description logic, with additional support for datatypes, including strings and integers. The system employs a wide range of performance enhancing optimizations, including both standard techniques and newly developed ones.
Recently, some researchers have proposed some methods to do the ontology reasoning tasks, article [17] provides a rigorous treatment of data type predicates on the concrete domain. It investigated the complexity of combined reasoning with description logics and concrete domains, and extended ALL (D), which is the basic description logic for reasoning with concrete domain, by the operators "feature agreement" and "feature disagreement". Jeff Z. Pan [18] proposed a flexible reasoning architecture for Semantic Web ontology languages and described the prototype implementation of the reasoning architecture, based on the well-known FaCT DL reasoned. It allows users to define their own data types and data type predicates based on built-in ones and new data type reasoners can be added into the architecture without having to change the concept reasoned. Article [4] present OWL Flight, which is loosely based on OWL, but the semantics is grounded in Logic Programming rather than Description Logics, and it borrows the constraint-based modeling style common in databases. And the ontology reasoning tasks are supported by OWL DL and OWL Flight.
Similarly to our approach, article [9] proposed a new novel application domain for Alloy firstly. It believed that software engineering techniques and tools can provide automatic reasoning and consistency checking services for Semantic Web. The software modeling languages Z and its proof tool Z/EVES can also be used to verify DAML+OIL [8] . And in the article [7] , a combined approach is proposed to checking Web ontologies. It used the software engineering techniques and tools, i.e., Z/EVES and Alloy Analyzer, to complement the ontology tools for checking Semantic Web documents.
We take advantage of Alloy and Alloy Analyzer to convert the OWL ontologies into Alloy model, and then using the Alloy Analyzer to automatically check and reason the generated model.
Compared with the article [23] , our method can handle complex-property ontology efficiently. In the article [23] , the ontology classes and properties are translated into different signatures in Alloy model, and then predicates are used to establish the relationship between them. Our approach uses the features of Alloy to convert the ontology properties to relations of Alloy model directly, for in Alloy everything is a relation. For the Alloy model, there are striking contrasts between the two methods with different scopes. In the Figure 8 , there is a big difference in numbers in the analysis of the same ontology. The horizontal axis represents the Alloy model scope, while the vertical axis represents the number of variables. You can see that the greater the scope given is，the bigger the difference of the number of variables is, which is to say that the more the number of ontology instances is, the more obvious the advantage of this method is. The Figure 9 is similar to the previous figure, the horizontal axis represents the Alloy model scope, while the vertical axis represents the number of clauses. The Figure 10 is to illustrate the difference in execution time (ms). 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a reasoning method for OWL ontologies. Compared to the existing reasoners for OWL, we propose a method using software engineering tools. The paper is based on the conversion mode. It can meet the complex-properties ontology reasoning. And better than the existing reasoners, it can give reasoning services in the instance level. Further, the reasoning of Alloy Analyzer can not only prove the ontology is wrong, generate a set of ontology instances, counterexample on predicates, but also can offer help to point out where the errors are.
However, this method also has its shortcomings, it can't be carried out automatically, it requires human involvement.
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